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Introduction
Tiny Tobi is the hardcore personal porn site of Tobi Pacific, a petite Canadian porn slut who loves to
suck cock and get fucked rough.  Now don't let her cute little girl looks fool you - Tiny Tobi may look
like the typical girl next door, but she's really a hot and horny whore with just about zero limits!

Adult Review
Tobi Pacific is the sexy starlet showcased in the 8 videos and picture sets at Tiny Tobi, a porn site that's part of the Extreme
Porn Pass network.  Her platinum blonde hair and pale small tits will make every sane man's mouth water and dick stiff.  This
bitch loves to get manhandled and totally used and abused, but looks sweet enough to take to your next family reunion.  She's
into face fucking, hair pulling, rough sex, deepthroating, and lots more. Simply put, she's every man's fantasy!
  
  The site is pretty good quality and the action is excellent, but having only 8 videos in the members area and infrequent
updates makes it somewhat disappointing. The regular monthly price of membership to Tiny Tobi is $29.95, which is pretty
expensive for such a small site...
  
  All of the videos at Tiny Tobi are encoded in multiple formats and speeds to accommodate every porn surfer's needs.   The
highest quality clips are presented in 640 x 480 MPG or WMV files, and can be streamed as either full length scenes or in
smaller bits.   No DRM is used so you can download your favorites and add them to your permanent porn archives.  Updates
have been irregular, but lately a new scene has been added about every two weeks.  Hopefully the site continues to grow.
  
  Picture sets are also included with every Tiny Tobi update.  Some have high resolution photo galleries where the individual
pictures are shot with high end digital cameras in 1024 x 680 resolution.  The rest of the scenes only have vidcaps that make
it easy to preview the action that takes place in a particular scene.
  
  Not only will you get access to Tiny Tobi, but you'll also be able to access every site that the Extreme Porn Pass network
has to offer.  This is a can't miss XXX opportunity so take advantage of it!

Porn Summary
If you're looking for a cute young chick to take home to mom after she's finished sucking your dick, Tiny Tobi totally fits that
bill.  This kinky little minx has a body that's beautifully toned, and most importantly she loves getting boned!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Tiny Tobi is a petite pornstar with a tiny website'
Quality: 84  Updates: 51 Exclusive: 83 Interface: 85
Support: 82 Unique: 88    Taste: 75        Final: 74

Porn Sites Included
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Video & Picture: Every 2
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